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all = correlated + uncorrelated


























































































































































































































































 554± = 17425 bcN
 67± = 2741 ΥN
 45±’ = 682 ΥN
 37±’’ = 336 ΥN
2/ndf = 58/38χ3 < b < 6 fm
 [GeV]-µ+µM









 386± = 14277 bcN
 60± = 2455 ΥN
 38±’ = 562 ΥN
 33±’’ = 412 ΥN
2/ndf = 57/38χ6 < b < 9 fm
 [GeV]
-µ+µM









 156± = 5998 bcN
 35± = 938 ΥN
 22±’ = 230 ΥN
 18±’’ = 148 ΥN
2/ndf = 57/38χ9 < b < 12 fm
 [GeV]-µ+µM










 36± = 878 bcN
 12± = 119 ΥN
 9±’ = 38 ΥN
 6±’’ = 20 ΥN
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 446± = 8355 bcN
 49± = 1326 ΥN
 33±’ = 336 ΥN
 28±’’ = 183 ΥN
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